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FOCUS ON COMMUNITY COLLEGE SUCCESS, 4th Edition,
speaks directly to community college students, delivering
strategies for navigating the unique challenges of juggling
school, family, work, and living/studying at home. Updated
with the most current research, this forward-thinking text
continues to strive to improve student retention, motivation,
and engagement, as well as offer proof of student progress
and course efficacy through the Entrance and Exit Interviews.
The fourth edition includes expanded coverage on resilience,
with strategies for assessing and building resilience. A
revised section on the importance of group work gives
students the tools they need to successfully collaborate. Now
available with MindTap, a fully online, highly personalized
learning experience built upon FOCUS ON COMMUNITY
COLLEGE SUCCESS. MindTap combines learning
tools—readings, multimedia, activities, and assessments —into
a singular Learning Path that guides students through their
course. Staley, a leader in the field of motivation, helps
students develop realistic expectations of what it takes to
learn while encouraging and engaging them with direct
applications and immediate results. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This 12-hour free course explored techniques for reading
according to the type of material being studied, and for
successful note taking.
In this new edition of their groundbreaking book Strategies
That Work, Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis share the
work and thinking they've done since the second edition
came out a decade ago and offer new perspectives on how to
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explicitly teach thinking strategies so that students become
engaged, thoughtful, independent readers. Thirty new
lessons and new and revised chapters shine a light on
children's thinking, curiosity, and questions. Steph and Anne
tackle close reading, close listening, text complexity, and
critical thinking in a new chapter on building knowledge
through thinking-intensive reading and learning. Other fully
revised chapters focus on digital reading, strategies for
integrating comprehension and technology, and
comprehension across the curriculum. The new edition is
organized around three sections: Part I provides readers with
a solid introduction to reading comprehension instruction,
including the principles that guide practice, suggestions for
text selection, and a review of recent research that underlies
comprehension instruction. Part II contains lessons to put
these principles into practice for all areas of reading
comprehension. Part III shows you how to integrate
comprehension instruction across the curriculum and the
school day, particularly in science and social studies.
Updated bibliographies, including the popular "Great Books
for Teaching Content," are accessible online. Since the first
publication of Strategies That Work, more than a million
teachers have benefited from Steph and Anne's practical
advice on creating classrooms that are incubators for deep
thought. This third edition is a must-have resource for a
generation of new teachers--and a welcome refresher for
those with dog-eared copies of this timeless guide to teaching
comprehension.
Educators across content areas have turned to Classroom
Strategies for Interactive Learning for almost two decades.
This fully updated fourth edition delivers rich, practical,
research-based strategies that readers have found invaluable
in the context of today's classrooms. Doug has written all-new
chapters that focus on the instructional shifts taking place as
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the Common Core State Standards are implemented across
the United States. These introductory chapters will help you
do the following: Understand the research base for
comprehension strategies in content classrooms Learn how
to tap into students' background knowledge to enhance
comprehension of complex texts and build new knowledge
Show learners how to question a text Teach reading and
thinking through a disciplinary lens At the heart of this edition
are more than forty classroom strategies, with variations and
strategy indexes that identify the instructional focus of each
strategy, pinpoint the text frames in play as students read and
learn, and correlate students' comprehension processes
across the phases of strategy implementation. In addition,
each strategy is cross-referenced with the Common Core's
reading, writing, speaking/listening, and language standards.
This book presents perspectives for and by teachers, school
and university administrators and educational researchers
regarding the great impact pen and tablet technology can
have on classrooms and education. presents three distinctly
valuable threads of research: Emerging technologies and
cutting-edge software invented by researchers and evaluated
through real classroom deployments. First-hand perspectives
of instructors and administrators who actively implement pen
or tablet technologies in their classrooms. Up-and-coming
systems that provide insight into the future of pen, touch, and
sketch recognition technologies in the classrooms and the
curriculums of tomorrow. The Impact of Pen and Touch
Technology on Education is an essential read for educators
who wish get to grips with ink-based computing and bring
their teaching methods into the twenty-first century, as well as
for researchers in the areas of education, human-computer
interaction and intelligent systems for pedagogical
advancement.
Primary-grade teachers face an important challenge: teaching
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children how to read while enabling them to build good habits
so they fall in love with reading. Many teachers find the
independent reading workshop to be the component of
reading instruction that meets this challenge because it
makes it possible to teach the reading skills and strategies
children need and guides them toward independence,
intention, and joy as readers. In Growing Readers, Kathy
Collins helps teachers plan for independent reading
workshops in their own classrooms. She describes the
structure of the independent reading workshop and other
components of a balanced literacy program that work
together to ensure young students grow into strong, wellrounded readers. Kathy outlines a sequence of possible units
of study for a yearlong curriculum. Chapters are devoted to
the individual units of study and include a sample curriculum
as well as examples of mini-lessons and reading
conferences. There are also four “Getting Ready” sections
that suggest some behind-the-scenes work teachers can do
to prepare for the units. Topics explored in these units
include: print and comprehension strategies; reading in
genres such as poetry and nonfiction; connecting in-school
reading and out-of-school reading; developing the strategies
and habits of lifelong readers. A series of planning sheets and
management tips are presented throughout to help ensure
smooth implementation. We want our students to learn to
read, and we want them to love to read. To do this we need
to lay a foundation on which children build rich and purposeful
reading lives that extend beyond the school day. The ideas
found in Growing Readers create the kind of primary
classrooms where that happens.

Help students build content area literacy through
interactive notetaking! This resource provides
creative strategies for developing students'
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interactive notetaking skills across the content areas.
Lessons focus on topics including partner work,
vocabulary, comprehension, and summarizing to
engage students in critical thinking and analysis.
This grade-range-specific resource differentiates
instruction to support the needs of students at each
grade level. Aligned to standards, this essential
classroom resource will allow students to practice
effective learning strategies, increasing retention and
achievement in mathematics, language arts, social
studies, and science.
Research shows that five strategies correlate with
the successful completion of a dissertation:
Establishing a consistent writing routine Working
with a support group Consulting your advisor
Understanding your committee’s expectations
Setting a realistic and timely schedule Building on
these insights, this book is for anyone who needs
help in preparing for, organizing, planning,
scheduling, and writing the longest sustained writing
project they have encountered, particularly if he or
she is not receiving sufficient guidance about the
process, but also for anyone looking to boost his or
her writing productivity. The author uncovers much
tacit knowledge, provides advice on working with
dissertation advisors and committee members,
presents proven techniques for the prewriting and
writing stages of the dissertation, sets out a system
for keeping on schedule, and advocates enlisting
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peer support. As Peg Boyle Single states, “my goal
is quite simple and straightforward: for you to
experience greater efficiency and enjoyment while
writing. If you experience anxiety, blocking,
impatience, perfectionism or procrastination when
you write, then this system is for you. I want you to
be able to complete your writing so that you can
move on with the rest of your life.” Few scholars, let
alone graduate students, have been taught habits of
writing fluency and productivity. The writing skills
imparted by this book will not only help the reader
through the dissertation writing process, but will
serve her or him in whatever career she or he
embarks on, given the paramount importance of
written communication, especially in the academy.
This book presents a system of straightforward and
proven techniques that are used by productive
writers, and applies them to the dissertation process.
In particular, it promotes the concept of writing
networks – whether writing partners or groups – to
ensure that writing does not become an isolated and
tortured process, while not hiding the need for
persistence and sustained effort. This book is
intended for graduate students and their advisers in
the social sciences, the humanities, and professional
fields. It can further serve as a textbook for either
informal writing groups led by students or for formal
writing seminars offered by departments or graduate
colleges. The techniques described will help new
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faculty advice their students more effectively and
even achieve greater fluency in their own writing.
Prentice Hall America: A History of Our Nation is a
multiple media program designed to engage today's
students in the exciting story of our nation's past.
Built around meeting the way you teach and the way
your students learn, the program provides different
pathways into the content for all levels and types of
learners, while providing cutting-edge teacher
support developed to provide a "wow!" factor at each
stage of instruction. The program is built around
Essential Questions designed to stimulate
conversation, emphasize source analysis, hands-on
learning, and critical thinking with a goal of helping
students to achieve an enduring understanding of
America's past. Authors James West Davidson,
Michael B. Stoff, and Grant Wiggins, co-author of
Understanding by Design, focus on the "why" of
history--helping students make meaning of what
happened long ago and why it remains important to
us today. The Beginnings to 1914 Edition was
developed specifically for courses covering up to the
years prior to the United States entry into World War
I.
This Handbook is the most comprehensive and up-todate source available for college reading and study
strategy practitioners and administrators. In
response to changing demographics, politics, policy,
issues, and concerns in the field of college reading
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and study strategies since publication of the first
edition in 2000, this new edition has been
substantially revised and fully updated to reflect the
newest research in the field, including six new
chapters and a more user-friendly structure to make
it easier for researchers, program administrators,
college instructors, and graduate students to find the
information that they need. In this thorough and
systematic examination of theory, research, and
practice, college reading teachers will find
information to make better instructional decisions,
administrators will find justification for programmatic
implementations, and professors will find in one book
both theory and practice to better prepare graduate
students to understand the parameters and issues of
this field. The Handbook is an essential resource for
professionals, researchers, and students as they
continue to study, research, learn, and share more
about college reading and study strategy issues and
instruction.
This edition was developed specifically for courses
covering up to the Civil War or Reconstruction. The
text can also be used for the first part of a two-year
American history course.
With increased attention to diversity, mindfulness,
resilience, grit, productivity, financial literacy,
alternative presentation e-tools, and new career
planning strategies, the fifth edition of FOCUS ON
COLLEGE SUCCESS recognizes the varied
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experiences you bring to the college classroom and
guides you to build your motivation and increase
your focus. Because of its engaging, relevant style
that speaks to readers directly, 97% of students
surveyed recommended that their professor use this
book again with next year's first-year students. While
college success strategies may seem like common
sense (after you read about them), many are not.
Written by a leader in the field of motivation and
focus, the text covers topics, tools, and techniques
that will deliver results. By learning these skills early
on, you can avoid many of the pitfalls which cause
so many students to stumble. All of the book's
exercises and activities are designed to help you
learn more about yourself and help you focus on
what you need to do to succeed. Going well beyond
college, these lessons will help you in your career
and your personal life. Specific tools help you make
self-discoveries and chart your progress through the
text. Did you know that your odds of completing
college successfully go up after you take a college
success course? That makes FOCUS ON
COLLEGE SUCCESS a no-brainer. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
Offering fresh alternatives to common instructional
practices that fail to get results, this accessible, highly
practical guide highlights ways to motivate middle school
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students while enhancing content-area learning. Each
chapter features an enlightening case study of a teacher
whose current strategies are not supported by research;
describes effective instructional alternatives, illustrated
with concrete examples; and lists online resources and
lesson examples. Emphasis is given to supporting critical
engagement with texts and drawing on technology and
new literacies. The book covers specific content
areas—including science, social studies, math, and
literature—as well as ways to teach oral literacy and
writing across the curriculum.
This text provides an accessible and up to date guide to
study skills for all those undertaking degrees and
foundation degrees in policing. It will also be relevant to
degree courses in criminology and criminal justice.
Efficient study skills pave the way to successful learning.
This book helps policing students with all aspects of their
studies including identifying how they learn best,
effective note-taking, how to be critical and analytical in
their reading, writing and thinking, how to carry out
research and writing a final dissertation.
E-LEARNING COMPANION serves as a resource and
quick-reference guide for any course that demands
technology skills. In addition to helping students adapt
previously mastered skills--such as time management,
note-taking, and critical thinking--to the online
environment, this text shows students how social
networking, cloud file storage, wikis, and blogs can be
utilized appropriately and effectively in a college course.
Technical terminology and how-to tutorials help students
become more capable and flexible online learners, and
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build skills that will support them throughout college and
their future careers. The Fourth Edition is fully updated to
be current and relevant for today's online learning
environments, and also includes new Workplace
Applications, and coverage of professional behavior and
professional emails. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
Prentice Hall America: History of Our Nation is the key to
unlocking the exciting story of our nation's history for all
middle grades students. Authors Davidson and Stoff
focus on the "why" of history--helping students make
meaning of what happened long ago, why it happened,
and how it remains important to us today. Every
element--from a considerate text-style narrative to
stunning visuals--has been designed to make this rich
historical content accessible to all students.
Prentice Hall America: A History of Our Nation is a
multiple media program designed to engage today's
students in the exciting story of our nation's past. Built
around meeting the way you teach and the way your
students learn, the program provides different pathways
into the content for all levels and types of learners, while
providing cutting-edge teacher support developed to
provide a "wow!" factor at each stage of instruction. The
program is built around Essential Questions designed to
stimulate conversation, emphasize source analysis,
hands-on learning, and critical thinking with a goal of
helping students to achieve an enduring understanding
of America's past. Authors James West Davidson,
Michael B. Stoff, and Grant Wiggins, co-author of
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Understanding by Design, focus on the "why" of
history--helping students make meaning of what
happened long ago and why it remains important to us
today. The Civil War to the Present Edition can be used
for the second part of a two-year American History
course and includes a review of American History to the
Civil War.
Incorporating new methods and approaches in learning
environments is imperative to the development of
education systems. By enhancing learning processes,
education becomes more attainable at all levels. The
Handbook of Research on Instructional Systems and
Educational Technology is an essential reference source
for the latest scholarly research on new models, trends,
and data for solving instructional and learning challenges
in education. Featuring extensive coverage on a wide
range of topics such as distance education, online
learning, and blended learning, this publication is ideally
designed for academicians, practitioners, researchers,
and students seeking current research on the latest
improvements in instructional systems.
A content reading methods text that takes a quick start,
heuristic approach to imparting the skills future teachers
need to improve their pupils' reading ability in essential
content areas. Coverage of current theories and
practices in comprehension, assessment and heuristics
is organized around pre-reading, guided silent reading,
and post-reading.
The purpose of the volume is to explore the theory,
development and use of visual displays and graphic
organizers to improve instruction, learning and research.
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We anticipate five sections that address (1) frameworks
for understanding different types of displays, (2) researchtested guidelines for constructing displays, (3) empiricallybased instructional applications, (4) using displays to
promote research and theory development, and (5) using
displays to report test and research data to improve
consumer understanding. Authors represent a variety of
perspectives and areas of expertise, including
instructional psychology, information technology, and
research methodologies. The volume is divided into four
sections. Section 1 provides a conceptual overview of
previous research, as well as the contents of the current
volume. Section 2 includes theoretical perspectives on
the design and instructional uses of visual displays from
major theorists in the field. These chapters discuss ways
that visual displays enhance general cognition and
information processing. Section 3 provides eight
chapters that address the use of visual displays to
enhance student learning. These chapters provide
examples of how to organize content and use visual
displays in a variety of ways in the real and virtual
classroom. Section 4 includes three chapters that
discuss ways that visual displays may enhance the
research process, but especially improved data display.
Developed specifically for middle school American
history programs, this text covers American History from
the roots of the American people to the present.
How can apps be used to foster learning with literacy
across the curriculum? This book offers both a
theoretical framework for considering app affordances
and practical ways to use apps to build students’
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disciplinary literacies and to foster a wide range of
literacy practices. Using Apps for Learning Across the
Curriculum presents a wide range of different apps and
also assesses their value features methods for and apps
related to planning instruction and assessing student
learning identifies favorite apps whose affordances are
most likely to foster certain disciplinary literacies includes
resources and apps for professional development
provides examples of student learning in the classroom
A website (www.usingipads.pbworks.com) with
resources for teaching and further reading for each
chapter, a link to a blog for continuing conversations
about topics in the book (appsforlearningliteracies.com),
and more enhance the usefulness of the book.
Research indicates that writing and reading should be
taught in tandem. This content-area resource puts writing
to learn into practice across curricular areas. It shows
teachers how to present strategies common to good
readers to increase understanding of a text. Students are
taught to predict and infer, visualize, connect, question,
understand word meanings, organize, clarify/monitor,
and evaluate/reflect. Grades 3-12 Good writers use
writing to learn, to actively work and think about content
areas and achieve ownership. In fact, research indicates
that writing and reading should be taught in tandem. This
content-area resource puts that research into practice
across curricular areas. It shows teachers how to present
strategies common to good readers to increase
understanding of a text. Students are taught to predict
and infer, visualize, connect, question, understand word
meanings, organize, clarify/monitor, and evaluate/reflect.
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The text is divided into 5 sections: Affective
Teaching/Learning Strategies; Before Reading and
Writing Strategies; During Reading and Writing Ideas;
After Reading and Writing Strategies; and Planning a
Lesson to Teach Incorporating Reading and Writing
Strategies. Each activity/strategy offers an explanation
page on how to use the idea for both teachers and
students. A reproducible is available for immediate use.
Grades 3-12.
Book & CD. The ability to communicate well is a key
marker of success in any environment, particularly in the
world of work. This book is based on the widely used and
respected "The Communication Handbook", written by a
team of dedicated communicators and higher education
specialists. Although the material has been substantially
reworked and expanded, the focus remains on different
forms of communication. The emphasis is placed on
writing as a communication tool, particularly within the
business environment. To support this, each chapter
contains numerous exercises to enable the student to
practise the skills learnt. An exciting addition to this text
is the inclusion of online interactive exercises for
students. The drilling exercises will enable students to
reinforce the principles that have been explained and
tested in the book, but in a fun, interactive and learningenabled way. Lecturers can use the range of exercises
to ensure that students are prepared before class and to
reinforce the theories and techniques taught in the
classroom. (The package is being piloted at a major
South African university). The authors draw from
substantial experience in the classroom and from close
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contact with business and industry. For that reason a
student working through this book will be well prepared
to communicate with success in the business
environment.
Lecturers request your electronic inspection copy here Do
you want to improve your study skills? Packed full of advice
on topics including note taking, essay writing, reading
strategies and exam techniques, Study Skills for Students
with Dyslexia is an essential read for students with dyslexia
and other Specific Learning Differences (SpLDs) in further
and higher education. The guidance and tools provided help
you organise and plan your work, improve your skills and
boost your confidence, so you succeed throughout your
studies. The new edition contains: A new chapter on critical
thinking, giving you confidence in analysing information and
expressing an argument A new chapter on how to make the
most of lectures, to ensure you’re maximising your learning
opportunities The latest IT and software references, including
links to online assistive technologies A toolkit of
downloadable resources to help you plan and study with
ease, including templates, planners, tasks and activities, and
toolsheets. This edition also comes with a fully editable digital
download of the book, so you can access it in your preferred
reading format. Practical and interactive, this book motivates,
inspires and guides you through all your studies. SAGE Study
Skills are essential study guides for students of all levels.
From how to write great essays and succeeding at university,
to writing your undergraduate dissertation and doing
postgraduate research, SAGE Study Skills help you get the
best from your time at university. Visit the SAGE Study Skills
hub for tips, resources and videos on study success!
"This book offers insight into practical and methodological
issues related to collaborative e-research and furthers
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readers understanding of current and future trends in online
research and the types of technologies involved"--Provided
by publisher.
The Quarterly Review of Distance Education is a rigorously
refereed journal publishing articles, research briefs, reviews,
and editorials dealing with the theories, research, and
practices of distance education. The Quarterly Review
publishes articles that utilize various methodologies that
permit generalizable results which help guide the practice of
the field of distance education in the public and private
sectors. The Quarterly Review publishes full-length
manuscripts as well as research briefs, editorials, reviews of
programs and scholarly works, and columns. The Quarterly
Review defines distance education as institutionally-based
formal education in which the learning group is separated and
interactive technologies are used to unite the learning group.
Improve your bullet journals, to-do lists, class notes, and
everything in between with The Art of Visual Notetaking and
its unique approach to taking notes in the twenty-first century.
Visual notetaking is the perfect skill for journaling, class
lectures, conferences, and any other time that retaining
information is key. Also referred to as sketchnoting, visual
notetaking is ideal for documenting processes, planning
projects, outlining ideas, and capturing information. And as
you'll learn in The Art of Visual Notetaking, this approach
doesn't require advanced drawing or hand-lettering skills;
anyone can learn how to use simple lines, connectors,
shapes, and text to take dynamic notes. In The Art of Visual
Notetaking, aspiring sketchnoters and journalers will find
helpful "Getting Started" pages of icons and badges for
common note-taking purposes, with tips and encouragement
for creating you own unique icons. You'll go on to discover
instruction and how-to techniques, tips, and tutorials that
focus on visual notetaking for different settings, from a
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business meeting, workshop, or convention, to a college
lecture or sermon. Expert instruction from a professional
sketchnote artist and educator demonstrates how to visually
arrange and compile ideas, focal points, and key concepts.
Accessible, practical, and empowering, this book gives school
professionals the tools to put students in charge of their own
learning. Going beyond traditional "study skills" guides that
focus on the mechanics of homework completion and test
taking, the authors address the underlying psychological
factors that influence academic success and lifelong learning.
They provide step-by-step guidance and data-based
interventions for helping each student develop a repertoire of
problem-solving strategies in the areas of motivation,
emotional responses to learning, behavior, time management,
organization, memory, reading, writing, math, and more. In a
large-size format with lay-flat binding to facilitate
photocopying, the volume includes dozens of reproducible
handouts and forms. This book is in The Guilford Practical
Intervention in the Schools Series.
Provides lessons and activities that can accomodate diverse
learning styles for all content areas.
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